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Passive Activities, Rental and Vacation Homes 

Losses from passive activities (which, as discussed below, generally include the rental of real estate) are deductible only against passive 

income. Passive losses cannot be used to reduce non-passive income, such as compensation, dividends, or interest. Similarly, credits 

from passive activities can be used only to offset the regular tax liability allocable to passive activities. Unused passive losses are carried 

over to future years and can be used to offset future passive income. Any remaining loss is deductible when the activity, which gave rise 

to the passive loss, is disposed of in a transaction in which gain or loss is recognized. 

A passive activity is one in which the taxpayer does not materially participate. Material participation is involvement in operations on a 

regular, continuous, and substantial basis. You are considered to materially participate in an activity if, for example: 

• You participate in the activity for more than 500 hours in the taxable year. 

• Your participation for the taxable year was substantially all of the participation in the activity. 

• You participated for more than 100 hours during the taxable year, and you participated at least as much as any other 

individual for that year. 

In determining material participation, a spouse’s participation can be taken into account. Limited partners are presumed not to 

materially participate in the partnership’s activity. 

Rental activities are generally considered passive. However, there are two significant exceptions to this rule (see “Rental Real Estate” 

below). 

A working interest in an oil or gas property is not treated as a passive activity, regardless of whether the owner materially participates, 

unless liability is limited (such as in the case of a limited partner or S corporation shareholder). 

Planning Suggestion: Avoid investments producing passive losses unless there is an overriding economic reason to make the 

investment. If you already have such investments, consider acquiring an investment that generates passive income. If you 

own a corporation other than an S corporation or personal service corporation, consider transferring investments that 

generate passive losses to the corporation. The corporation can deduct passive losses against its active business income, but 

not against its dividends, interest, or other portfolio income. 

Additionally, some partnerships receive a special tax treatment under the current law that allow the income/expenses of the 

investment to be treated by the taxpayer as neither passive income nor portfolio income, meaning that the taxpayer may be able to 

offset ordinary income with any nonpassive losses. If the partnership receives this special treatment, it will be disclosed as a footnote in 

the investment. Please consult your tax advisor regarding the entity’s classification.  

RENTAL REAL ESTATE 

For real estate professionals, rental real estate activities are not subject to the passive loss rules if, during a taxable year: 

• More than 50 percent of the taxpayer’s personal services are performed in real property businesses, and 

• More than 750 hours are spent in real property businesses. 

For both of these tests, the taxpayer must materially participate in the real property businesses. If a joint return is filed, these two tests 

must be satisfied by the same spouse. 

Services performed as an employee are ignored unless the employee owns more than 5 percent of the employer. 

A closely-held C corporation that is generally subject to the passive loss rules will satisfy these tests if more than 50 percent of its gross 

receipts are derived from real property businesses in which the corporation materially participates. Real property businesses are those 

involving real property development, redevelopment, construction, reconstruction, acquisition, conversion, rental, operation, 

management, leasing, or brokerage. 

For non-real estate professionals, another exception to the passive loss limitations exists for rental real estate activities in which the 

taxpayer “actively” participates. This requires the taxpayer to own at least a 10 percent interest in the activity. If the taxpayer actively 
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participates in the activity, the taxpayer can offset up to $25,000 of losses and credits from the activity against non-passive income, 

subject to an AGI phaseout. 

Active participation does not require regular, continuous, and substantial involvement in operations as long as the taxpayer participates 

in a significant and bona fide way by, for example: 

• Arranging for others to provide services such as cleaning; or 

• Making management decisions, which include approving new tenants, deciding rental terms, and approving repairs and 

capital expenditures. 

The $25,000 allowance begins to phase out when the taxpayer’s AGI exceeds $100,000 and is completely eliminated when AGI reaches 

$150,000. In that event, the regular passive loss rules determine the amount of any deductible loss. The $25,000 allowance and AGI 

thresholds are cut in half for a married taxpayer who files separately and does not live with his or her spouse. However, there is no 

$25,000 allowance if a married individual files separately and lives with his or her spouse at any time during the taxable year. 

Planning Suggestion: If your AGI is approaching $100,000, consider shifting income to 2019 to obtain a full $25,000 rental 

real estate loss for 2018. 

If you think you may be affected by the passive loss rules, you should consider speaking with your advisor. In certain cases with proper 

planning, the adverse effect of these rules may be minimized. 

VACATION HOMES 

Expenses of a rental property are deductible, even if they exceed gross rents and produce a loss. However, the current deduction of 

such a loss may be restricted due to the passive activity rules discussed above. A vacation home is treated as rental property if personal 

use during the year does not exceed the greater of: 

• 14 days, or 

• 10 percent of the number of days the home is rented at a fair rental value. 

If personal use exceeds these limits, the property is considered to be a residence. In that event, the deductibility of expenses is limited, 

although property taxes, mortgage interest, and casualty losses can generally be deducted currently. 

Planning Suggestion: If you rent your home for less than 15 days during the year, the total rental income you receive is not 

subject to income tax. 

DISPOSITION OF LEASEHOLD IMPROVEMENTS 

When a lessor disposes of leasehold improvements upon termination of a lease, the lessor can generally write off the adjusted basis of 

those improvements. 

Planning Suggestion: If you have leases terminating early in 2019 where there is substantial remaining basis in the leasehold 

improvements, it may make sense to provide the lessees with an incentive to leave before the end of 2018 so that you can 

write off the remaining basis in the applicable leasehold improvements before the end of 2018. 

 


